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Eco-Conscious Nutrition & Lifestyle Educator, Candia Lea 

Cole, Introduces her Eco-Mentor Leadership Training for 

Teenagers and Young Adults Ages 18-35  

City: St. Paul, Minnesota, 

January 2021, ― In the 90’s, Candia Lea Cole’s work as a whole 

foods cookbook author and curriculum developer, invited praise 

from book reviewers, food critics, doctors, and nutritionists alike. 

After hosting a successful “edutainment” with teenagers and 

young adults on the west coast during the late 90’s, she was 

inspired to create the “Bring Back the Earth Eco-Learning Legacy” 

whose teaching these is “Nourishing the Eco-Intelligence that Invites 

Whole Living.”  

Candia’s Experience with Environmental Illness Supported 

the Development of Her Curriculum    

Though its creation was inspired in part, by the favorable feedback 

that she received from her audience, Candia says: “my training is 

really the fertile outgrowth of my own self-healing journey, a journey 



to understand, manage, and heal the symptoms of environmental 

illness in my body, and use my healing as a catalyst for healing the 

planet.”     

 Environmental illness, Candia says, is “the 

biggest threat to our health and our ability to survive and thrive in 

the 21st century.”  She adds: “Symptoms of environmental illness 

in our earth include melting ice caps, burning rainforests 

(greenhouse gases) species extinction, droughts, floods, and 

extreme weather events. Symptoms of environmental illness in our 

human bodies include birth defects, chronic fatigue, fibromyalgia, 

cancer, neurological issues, and many other disease conditions that 

originate from our exposure to toxins, as well as our over-

consumption of prescription drugs and our under-consumption of 

healthy whole foods.”   

Meet the Eco-Mentor Apprentice Training (Level One)   

All in all, she features 8 companion books in her training, including 
an Eco-Mentor Guide Book, a memoir, and 6 Activity workbook 
journals. For those who are interested in shadowing her on her 
self-healing journey, and learning about the “six ingredients” of 
eco-intelligent living, she recommends Part One of her Training 
(The Eco-Mentor Apprentice Training) which features her Mentor 
Guide Book and her memoir.  For those who want to explore the 



“six steps” to eco-intelligent living, and who want to become Eco-
mentor in their homes or communities, she recommends Part Two 
of her Training (The Eco-Mentor Activist Training).    

 

Tools Featured in the Eco-Mentor Apprentice Training   

 Candia’s Eco-Mentor Guide 
Book/Curriculum: Bring Back the Earth! Nourishing- The Eco-
Intelligence that Invites Whole Living. This book supports learners in 
understanding our mainstream culture’s unconscious approach to 
education, which does little to encourage stewardship of our earth 
and our bodies as a whole. It encourages them to know that they 
are creative individuals who possess the innate “eco-intelligence” 
to thrive vs. barely survive in today’s eco-challenged times. Candia 
has presented the book’s curriculum content as an “educational 
meal” and uses metaphors to describe what each section of the 
book teaches. For example:   

  

‘Planning the Meal’ shares the ways in which Candia has used her 
experiences as a self-healer, nature intuitive, and whole foods cook 
to create her “educational meal” (curriculum) for humanity.  

‘Choosing the Ingredients’ introduces learners to the six ingredients of 
eco-intelligent living that Candia unearthed on her self-healing 



journey, which serve as the teaching elements within her 
curriculum.  

‘Setting the Table’ invites learners to understand the need for 
education that meets the needs of the whole person, and the whole 
Earth. It also explores the value and necessity of “process-oriented 
learning” versus learning that is designed as a form of 
entertainment.   

‘Refreshments’ introduces learners to a series of scripts that give 
them a way to answer questions about their relationship with their 
bodies and the Earth, and identify the signs of environmental 
illness in both, that are calling for healing. They are given the 
opportunity to discover how their inner wounding causes outer 
wounding on the earth.    

 Candia’s Memoir: Learners are invited to 

pause here and read Part One of Candia’s memoir, Born to Live 

Green- Awakening my Heart’s Wisdom to the Path of Eco-Intelligent Living.  

To learn about her memoir, please read the Press Release that 

summarizes this book’s contents. Learning Assessments 

accompany the memoir.   



‘Appetizers’ introduces learners to a series of paradigms which 
explore the ways in which their food choices, lifestyle choices, and 
health care choices impact their personal ecology (their body, mind 
and soul) and the planetary ecology they are an integral part of 
(nature, plants, animals, insects and the greater cosmos.) They 
discover the difference between choices that cause “eco-
disintegration” or “eco-integration” in their bodies and the earth.    

 Candia’s Memoir: Learners are invited to 

pause here, and consider reading Part Two of Candia’s memoir, 

Born to Live Green- Awakening my Heart’s Wisdom to the Path of Eco-

Intelligent Living. To learn about her memoir, please read the Press 

Release that summarizes this book’s contents. Learning 

Assessments accompany the memoir.   

Meet the Eco-Mentor Apprentice Training (Level Two, 

Continuation)   



 

The ‘Main Dishes section of the mentor Guidebook  provides 

learners with a MENU of Discovery & Empowerment Dialogues that 

serve to whet their appetites for learning about the six steps to 

eco-intelligent living.   

Overview of Discovery & Empowerment Dialogues (Offered 

in audio format, within the Activist Training)    

 Discovery & Empowerment on the Path to Eco-

Conscious Living-Learners gain awareness about the health 

challenges that are impacting people and the planet, and 

examine how their food and lifestyle choices have 

contributed to these challenges. They explore the downside 

of “Affluenza” (catering to their wants, vs. their authentic 

needs) which is rooted in fear and insecurity.  

 Discovery & Empowerment on the Path to Eco-Logical 

Living- Learners gain awareness about the relationships that 

govern the health of their personal ecology (their body, mind, 

emotions, and spirit), as well as the relationships that govern the 

health of the planet’s ecology. They explore a way to “listen 



to the voice of nature” which doesn’t use worlds to speak, 

but which tells them why they must live differently.    

 Discovery & Empowerment on the Path to Eco-

Sustainable Living- Learners gain awareness about the  

basic necessities that are needed to sustain life within their 

bodies and the earth, and why it is important to be a 

consumer of non-toxic lifestyle production systems that serve 

to “keep life alive” in their bodies and the Earth. They learn 

how illnesses (resulting from their exposure to toxic 

chemicals in foods and the environment) can zap their life 

energy and create problems such as chronic fatigue, parasites, 

fibromyalgia, autism, and many other conditions.   

  Discovery & Empowerment on the Path to Eco-

Balanced Living- Learners gain awareness about the 

importance of creating everyday life rituals (rooted in Native 

American wisdom) that foster balance in their lives. They 

learn the value of cultivating personal awareness, nurturing 

healthy relationships, and managing time, energy, and money. 

They also learn the importance of taking time to nourish their 

bodies with whole foods nutrition, and supporting 

agricultural methods that are ethical, humane, and sustainable.    

 Discovery & Empowerment on The Path the Path to 

Eco-Nutritional Living- Learners gain awareness about 

how the elements of good nutrition (sunshine, water, and 

fresh air) as well as the natural flavors in whole foods (bitter, 

sweet, sour, salty, and pungent) serve to detoxify and 

regenerate the health of their internal organs. They also learn 



how they can use food and water to nourish their chakras, 

elevate their consciousness, and inspire their friendship with 

the natural world.       

 Discovery & Empowerment on The Path the Path to 
Eco-Spiritual Living— Learners gain awareness about how 
they can learn to appreciate the imperfect circumstances on 
Earth today that are perfect for their spiritual growth. They 
discover how different religions of the world are caring for 
creation, and give themselves permission to imagine how they 
might co-create a new and better reality, by fulfilling one of 
their greatest human needs; the need to be of service.    

 ‘Side Dishes’ are listed in the Mentor Guidebook. They include 
dozens of Workbook Journal Activities (not listed here) 
that inspire deep awareness about the six steps to eco-
intelligent living. Through their participation in the activities, 
learners become “self-learners” who are free to pick and 
choose the topics that reflect their unique interests, gifts, and 
talents.       

 

 

 



A Curriculum Whose Time Has Come  

“While many young people are losing hope about their future on 
earth, others have been inspired to use our personal and planetary 
health challenges as fuel for change. Change will not happen 
without the willingness of young adults to step forward and 
participate in an educational legacy that has the potential to 
support true and lasting change within our homes, communities, 
and our planet!” –Candia Lea Cole   

 

Where to Purchase the Eco-Mentor Leadership Curriculum 

Training Tools  

To obtain soft 
cover editions of all 8 books that are part of Candia’s curriculum, 
or to find out where the curriculum is “dripped out” online (on a 
log-in member site) please contact her at: candia@eco-
mentor.com  

For interviews, contact Candia at: 651 493-0023. Candia has 
created scripted interview materials that allow you to dive deep into her 
memoir story and subject matter, without having to read her books 
from cover to cover.  
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